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Scuttlebutt

Hurrica V, a classic 60 foot Edwardian ketch,
heading at 6.5 knots into a southerly breeze
and a big swell, south off Barrenjoey Light on
the 26 December 2012.
Photograph by Nick Durrant
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Presidents Report

Alan Stannard

For the 2013 December meeting your Committee is looking at the
possibility of having the end of year dinner/Hal Harpur award
presentation held in the auditorium, level 1, at the Sporties Club.
Further information on the location of the December meeting, menu,
etc. will be available throughout this year.

Afloat and Drive Marine
Services are once again
supporting us this year and I
am always seeking out
sponsors. If you know of any
potential sponsors please
contact me.
Any sponsored prizes would
supplement the WBA prizes
on offer. I was very pleased to
see a new member take home the prizes from the January raffle.
Also any article with or without photographs for our Scuttlebutt
monthly newsletter would be appreciated, please contact the editor.
WBA quality merchandise is always available for you to purchase,
please contact Phil Turvey on 0417 657 613.
The guest speaker in March will be Mori Flapan. Mori’s presentation
will focus on the 40’ Army Workboat, and these timber boats have
beautiful “Lines” and are designed as a sturdy and rugged workboat.
Alan

Our cover photo

To assist us in promoting the Wooden Boat Association and to
continue to fit out our “Boatshed”, we are seeking as a donation any
nautical items worthy of displaying on its timber walls or area
surrounding the walls. In particular a masthead light (white) of the
plastic type is required; we already have been donated the sidelights,
a red and a green to be wired up to a battery.
Many thanks go to the past sponsors of prizes for our monthly raffle.
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Boxing Day 2012, Alan Stannard was on board
Hurrica V, sailing south from Pittwater to
Sydney Heads to view the Rolex Sydney –
Hobart race participants leaving the harbour.
Unfortunately, the weather and time was
against them and Hurrica V turned around
returning to Pittwater.
I’ll wager it was a thrilling return passage!
See more of Hurrica V at http://hurricav.com/

Next Meeting Tuesday 12th February
Trivia Night with Ross McLean
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from Gilli and Chris Dicker in Hobart
Though the sun had been up for an hour and a half, we did not raise
the coast of Cape Barren Island until we were almost on the beach.
We planned our landfall for daylight but there is something much
worse than darkness. Fog, and fog exacerbated by bushfire smoke.
A Londoner would have been at home. The pure white line of sand
appeared between two granite outcrops and we dropped anchor in
six metres of clear, clean Tasmanian water. Four years ago we had
anchored in the next bay along and found a perfect rock pool whilst
walking out to Cape Barron. The same impulse overtook me now as
it did then and I stripped off and simply dived in.
Westwind had left Eden two days and four hours earlier and except
for the first day of headwinds, Westwind enjoyed a calm crossing.
We even managed to hoist our very large, light weather sail which is
a bit like a spinnaker and which we found in a rubbish bin in Cairns.
Everyone should do their bit to recycle! More on how to antifoul
your sails later!
When the fog lifted, the morning sun revealed Jamieson Bay; after
bathing in its pristine waters, I ordered the dory swung over the side
so I might also row ashore to feel and smell this new land all about
us. The mate was more than happy just to have the anchor down, to
have a fresh water wash and to see the captain off the boat. When I
got back hours later she smelt like a rose and the boat of fresh bread
and sea miles. Gilli still has slight scars on her back....from the wings.
While gales raged overhead we tested our new claw anchor and
devoured our priceless library. With a rising glass and two reefs in
the main we left our sanctuary and
were soon on our ear and sailing fast
towards the Tassie mainland. This
wind moderated before nightfall and
we glided peacefully through the
night. One should not get too cocky
in these waters. Just 15 miles from
our landfall at Spring Bay (near
Triabuna) the wind headed us and
came in hard so we spent the next 6 hours beating into an anchorage
that should have taken us half that time. Even Tasmanians said it was
unusually cold and windy for summer. This, after the hottest day for
130 years.
How nice it would have been to sleep in and have an easy sail down
to
the
Denison
Canal at Dunalley,
which would have
saved us going
around the south
east corner of Tassie
and
40
miles.
Dunalley had all but
been burned out in
the terrible bush
fires
and
this
included
the
mechanism for the
canal bridge, so the
early
morning
silence
was
shattered by the
rattle of anchor
chain, the squealing
of blocks and the
frap of canvas as
the sleepy crew of
Westwind got her
headed
ever

southward. We cruised down Mercury passage behind Maria Island
and emerged onto the open sea with a welcoming light and
favourable wind. It was time to hoist our gigantic rubbish bin sail. To
do this we have to drop the main so we can use the main halyard, we
also have to furl the genoa as it gets in the way of the operation.
Hardly a challenge. Boof, the big sail filled and we were back in the
race.
A few hours and lots of miles later we watched our speed go from 6
to 7 knots and reluctantly we agreed that the sail should come in
before it became dangerous. Even now I look at my poor burnt
fingers as I recall the halyard whizzing through them and ultimately
up and over the sheave at the top of the mast after I let it go. The
sail lay out before us for a matter of seconds then it was beneath and
eventually behind us. I believe it is called 'fothering'*. Oh what
sailors are we, are we!! The topping lift was rigged in place of the
main halyard and we continued along the coast to beautiful little
Fortescue Bay where we rested by doing a 4 hour walk out to the
'Lanterns'.

Gilli modelling just the outfit for latitude 40 degrees south
Gilli had also hoisted me to the mast head to re-reeve the halyard
and have a general check of the rig. We were then able to resume
and we rounded Cape Pillar and motored flat out through the two
cable wide gap between the cape and Tasman Island. We barely
managed 1 knot against the fresh westerly but were finally able to lay
a course to Cape Raoul and give the poor old engine a rest.
After a week of cruising the D'entrecasteaux Channel we finally
headed up towards and passed Hobart where Gilli has been busy
sprucing Westwind up and I have been rowing to and from a boat
yard where I have been painting another Muir boat; Travassa.
Tassie people are very excited about the festival as are we
Westwinders. If you are lucky enough to be coming down or even
luckier to be sailing down we look forward to seeing you. That is if I
can ever get out of this boat yard!

* Editor’s note

In 1770 the Endeavour, under Captain Cook’s command struck a reef,
today called Endeavour Reef, within the Great Barrier Reef. The part
they struck stands up steeply from the seabed because sounding had
shown the depth of water to be 20 fathoms (36 metres) of water right
up to the point of striking. Midshipman Jonathan Munkhouse
proposed fothering the ship, having been on a merchant ship which
used the technique successfully. He was entrusted with supervising the
task, sewing bits of oakum and wool into an old sail which was drawn
under the ship, the theory being suction would draw those material to
the leak and plug it. This worked better than any hoped and soon the
pumps could be stopped and very little water came in.
This learned task of fothering meant that the Endeavour could put
ashore at what is now called Cooktown and effective repairs were
made.
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Raffle Prize Winners

The happy winners of our January raffle pictured with Alan Stannard.
Colin Dolan on the left, 1st prize; Chris Robson on the right, winner of
2nd prize.

We have a new advertiser:

At the RMYC Timber Boat Festival in November, our Secretary, Phil
Turvey signed up a new member – Craig Taylor of SailorBags
Australia. Craig is pictured on the front cover of our December
edition. SailorBags Australia has kindly opted to take out some
advertising in Scuttlebutt. We look forward to seeing Satu and Craig
at a meeting in the future to display their products.

Your next journey begins at SailorBags
US brand SailorBags, maker of lightweight bags produced from stainresistant and sturdy sailcloth, have launched the range in Australia.
Originally designed for the tough seas and to meet the high
standards of sailors, the stylish, yet practical line of products now
appeals to anyone on and off the water. The range includes duffels,
totes, cooler bags, lunch bags, backpacks, messenger bags, toiletry
bags, iPad sleeves, stow bags and much more!
The practical sailor and sportsman looking for durable, affordable
items to take on their next outdoor adventure can look no further
than SailorBags. “SailorBags genuine sailcloth bags & accessories are
built on the promise of virtually indestructible products for every
boating and sporting need. Items are water resistant, washable,
stain-resistant, and UV protected. Functionality together with the
classic, tailored look, attention to detail, and custom embroidery
option make SailorBags stand out from the rest,” said Satu Taylor,
proprietor of SailorBags Australia.
The full line of SailorBags can be personalized for any individual,
business, retail store, college, or sports club. They make ideal
corporate gifts for colleagues and customers, as well as great
promotional gifts and regatta trophies.
For more information about SailorBags, or to purchase your very own
personalized bag visit http://www.sailorbags.com.au.
See advertisement on back page

Based on a series of highly popular articles written for
Classic Boat Magazine, this witty collection recalls some of
the incidents the author has survived in over half a century of
messing about in boats.
Most sailors will find something to relate to in these
escapades from around the world and they will bring a wry
smile to any boaters lips. The author’s
wonderfully witty cartoons help bring
these anecdotes to life. All these
stories are true so WBA member Alan
Williams writes under a pen name so
that his architectural clients do not
think they are entrusting their work to
a seagoing Mr Bean. Copies are
available from Boat Books in Crows Nest at $24.95 or less on
Amazon. WBA members can get copies from Alan at meetings for $ 20.

ON THE HORIZON
THIS YEAR 2013
February 8 – 11 Australian Wooden Boat Festival, Hobart. Visit
http://www.australianwoodenboatfestival.com.au/images/enews_23_Nov11.pdf
February 12
WBA Meeting – Trivia night with Ross McLean
February 23 – 24 South Australian Wooden Boat Festival, River Port of Goolwa. Visit http://www.woodenboatfestival.com.au/
March 12
WBA Meeting, guest speaker, Mori Flapan, ‘The 40’ Army Workboats – their war & peace’
March 30 - 31
Lake Macquarie Classic Boatfest, Toronto http://www.classicboatfest.com.au/
April 9
WBA meeting – Guest speaker Ian Smith ‘Risør Wooden Boat Festival – Norway’.
May 14
WBA meeting – Guest speaker Angelia Catterns – ‘Boats of my life’.
June 11
WBA meeting – Presentation by the winner of the Hal Harpur Award 2012.
July 9
WBA meeting – tba
August 13
WBA meeting – Guest speaker John Diacopoulos ‘From Workboat to Day boat’.
September 10
WBA meeting – to be advised
October 8
WBA meeting – Guest speaker John Wood ‘The WBA Love Affair of 1990’.
November 2-3
Timber Boat Festival, RMYC, Pittwater. http://www.royalmotor.com.au/
November 12
WBA meeting – Annual General Meeting
November 15–17 Narooma BoatsAfloat Festival
December 10
WBA meeting – Hal Harpur Award winner/end of year dinner 2013.

NEXT YEAR 2014
January 14
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WBA Meeting

BUY SWAP and SELL

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free
of charge if the member’s name and phone no.
appear. Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad
(maximum 25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads will run
for two issues, members ads longer if you ask for an
extension. Submissions close on the 21st of each
month
NOTE: Items for free, No Charge. Contact the Editor,
see page 5 for details.

FOR SALE

JLH, as featured on
Scuttlebutt, Aug. 2011

front

cover

optimistic.
Have a look, have a wine and make an offer.
Epping. David Verity 0407 111 123

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

of

Built by President Shipwright Services at
Drummoyne – basically a replica of Cinema,
the first licensed fishing boat in NSW - as
featured in the WBA publication, Australian
Wooden Boats.
LOA 18ft, beam
7ft. Draft 2½ft.
Planking
Richmond River
pine on Spotted
Gum timbers.
Sole 13 HP, 2 cyl.
diesel, with 60
litre tank. Cuddy
cabin. $29,500 or
best offer.
Phone John or Peter on 02 9181 3467

FOR SALE

“Cedar Lass” David Payne designed.
Professionally built. Lying Bayview, LOA 7m
(23') Beam 2.4m (8') Draft 0.6m (26'') Cedar
Lass is an easy to use, trailable cat rigged
yawl. She has a free standing un-stayed
main mast. Mizzen similar. Tan Sails. Boat
cover. Cedar hull, teak deck, Jarrah bowsprit
& laminated bumpkin for mizzen sheeting.
Nanni inboard diesel and 3 blade propeller.
Retractable centreboard and external lead
shoe.
Lifting rudder blade.
4 wheel
registered trailer.
Good size double berth. CQR anchor, chain
& warp. Metho 2 burner stove & grill. Engel
12volt fridge. Porta-loo chemical toilet. A
great day sailor with a spacious comfortable
cockpit, robust inboard engine and is good
for weekends away and excellent at river &
estuary exploring with her minimal draft.
A joy to sail & easy to motor. She is only
being sold as we're getting older & not
using her much.
Offers over $20,000
Elizabeth Stanning (02) 9997 6284

“ZENA” International 12 Square Metre
“Sharpie”. Length 6.0m, Beam 1.4m, Sail
area 12m2.
Built Victoria, circa 1950.
Restored in 90’s with new deck and mast. As
new galvanized trailer (manf. 2011).
Occasional competitor in the Sydney
Amateur Sailing Club’s Gaffers Regattas
since early 1980’s. Winner of Div. 2 in 2011.
A great chance to buy a traditional racing
gaffer which is sweet to sail and easy to
upkeep. Selling with reluctance, but I need
to rationalise my wooden boat fleet!
$5,000 including trailer. Located Sydney.
Malcolm Boyd
0412 797 479
msboyd@ozemail.com.au

FOR SALE

The perfect project for an Albert Strange fan
The Strange Lady is looking for a new owner.
The boat is
complete but
requires
finishing off.
She is a 25 ft
yawl,
gaff
main with a
lug
jigger.
She’s never
seen
the
water.
We
are looking
for
offers
round
$18,000.
Grant 0400
844 716

FOR SALE
Hal Harpur`s Irex 11

Vintage metal lathe on stand with flywheel
and lots of bits. May
have been a treadle
machine but now
has
motor
(not
fitted).
Suit someone who
understands these
things (not me!)
Valued at $800 a few
years ago but I think
that was a tad
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A Classic 33ft 1934 Friendship Sloop. Sound
and seaworthy.
Freshly
painted
and antifouled.
Comfortable
cruising. $43,000.
Neg.
located
Tweed River.
Email

charlespecats@bluemaxx.com.au

FFAARREEW
WEELLLL,, BBEERRN
NIIEE
A WBA member for a
long time, Bernard
(Bernie) Alleck was
finally farewelled on
Sunday 13th January
as his ashes were
scattered on the
waters
of
Lake
Macquarie, as he had
requested. His specific wish was that the
scattering was to take place off one of the
sand islands on an ebb tide which would
allow him to freely move out to sea and
back to the lake, as he pleased.
The spot chosen was Coon Island, near to
the Swansea channel which was accessible
by water and also by road.

Amongst the nearly 50 people who gathered
on the day were members of the Alleck
family, including Bernie's sons Mark and
Daniel, and daughters Rachel and Deborah.
Many WBA members were there along with
club members from the CYCA and RANSA.
Bernie moved to Lake Macquarie when he
retired, and he set about planning his future.
He moved his yacht to the Lake from
Sydney, and he often told me, that when he
had finished his home, he wanted nothing
more than to spend time on the yacht,
Malacor and enjoy one of the best
waterways with his partner, Kate.

ffrroom
m RRoobb HHaarrddyy

Bernie loved the outings with friends in putt
putt boats on the Lake, and we regularly had
picnics ashore around the Lake or at one of
the many sand islands. The key ingredients
of fun, laughter, good food and company
were always there. As a group, we travelled
to other rivers and a new group of friends
was cemented. Bernie and Kate, absolute
characters as they were, were always great
company and always involved.
We met Bernie and Kate, through all being
members of the Wooden Boat Association.
We each had a boat for overnighting on
Sydney Harbour, and we each had a putt
putt for use on the Lake and other places.
We spent many weekends together and
spent many holidays away in each other's

company. Sadly, the diagnosis of cancer
brought all Bernie's retirement plans to an
end.
Bernie loved the Lake, and quickly lost any
desire to move back to Sydney.
As if Bernie had planned it, the weather for
the day of his farewell was ideal with a light
cloud cover, warm with a light SE breeze.
The day before was extremely hot and the
day after was showery and windy. As friends
were arriving, a number of boats came
ashore at the beach. The tide was very high
and scene was perfect. Glasses of bubbly
were handed around and after a while some
speeches were made and the plans for the
rest of the day outlined. Everyone settled
down to their picnic lunch, before, just on
cue, the tide turned. Kate, along with Mark
and Daniel came out in Chenonetta and lead
by a number of boats, Bernie's ashes and
floral tributes were scattered as he wished.
A lovely day and a fine farewell to a great
mate.

Financial Planning
Dan was a single guy living at home with his
father and working in the successful family
business.
Knowing he was going to inherit a fortune when
his sickly father died, he decided he needed to
find a wife with whom to share his life and his
fortune.
One evening while cruising the harbour with a
sizeable contingent of business acquaintances
on the family’s large motor yacht, he spotted the
most beautiful woman he had ever seen. Her
beauty took his breath away.
“I may just look like an ordinary guy” he said to
her, “but within a few years my sick father will
die and I will inherit the business, this motor
yacht, - all up a large fortune”.
Impressed, the woman asked for his business
card. Believing his luck was turning, Dan waited
impatiently for a call.
Three days later, to Dan’s delight, the young
attractive woman was on the phone. “Hi Dan”
she said, “I just wanted to let you know that your
father and I were married this morning and I’m
now your step mother”.
No doubt about it, women are so much better at
financial planning than men.

Bernie and Kate in better times on the
Nambucca River, last March in Chenonetta
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Boats on the beach at Coon Island

Beaufort Wind Scale
Developed in 1805 by Sir Francis Beaufort of England
The Beaufort scale is an empirical measure that relates wind speed to observed conditions at sea or on land. Its full name is the Beaufort wind
force scale, although it is a measure of wind speed and not of "force" in the scientific sense of the word. The scale was devised in 1805 by
Francis Beaufort (later Rear Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort), an Irish Royal Navy officer. The scale had a long and complex evolution from the
previous work of others to when Beaufort was a top administrator in the Royal Navy in the 1830s when it was adopted officially and first used
during the voyage of HMS Beagle under Captain Robert Fitzroy, later to set up the first Met Office in Britain giving regular weather forecasts. In
the early 19th century, naval officers made regular weather observations, but there was no standard scale and so they could be very subjective –
one man's "stiff breeze" might be another's "soft breeze". Beaufort succeeded in standardizing the scale.
The initial scale of thirteen classes (zero to twelve) did not reference wind speed numbers but related qualitative wind conditions to effects on
the sails of a man-of-war, then the main ship of the Royal Navy, from "just sufficient to give steerage" to "that which no canvas sails could
withstand". At zero, all sails would be up; at six, half of the sails would have been taken down; and at twelve, all sails would be stowed away.
The scale was made a standard for ship's log entries on Royal Navy vessels in the late 1830s and was adapted to non-naval use from the 1850s,
with scale numbers corresponding to cup anemometer rotations. In 1916, to accommodate the growth of steam power, the descriptions were
changed to how the sea, not the sails, behaved and extended to land observations. Rotations to scale numbers were standardized only in 1923.
Today, many countries have abandoned the scale and use the metric system based units, m/s or km/h, instead, but the severe weather warnings
given to the public are still approximately the same as the Beaufort scale.
Readers of UK boating magazines or familiar with UK Met. Office weather forecasts will be aware that wind strength is always provided in
Beaufort scale, eg. A coastal waters forecast for the Solent: Wind West or southwest 6 to gale 8, decreasing 5 or 6 later.

Force

Wind
(Knots)

Appearance of Wind Effects
Description

On the Water

0

Less than 1

Calm

Sea surface smooth and mirror-like

1

1-3

Light Air

Scaly ripples, no foam crests

2

4-6

Light Breeze

3

7-10

Gentle Breeze

4

11-16

Moderate Breeze

5

17-21

Fresh Breeze

6

22-27

Strong Breeze

7

28-33

Near Gale

8

Gale

9

41-47

Strong Gale

10

48-55

Storm

11

56-63

Violent Storm

12

64+

Hurricane

Small wavelets, crests glassy, no
breaking
Large wavelets, crests begin to break,
scattered whitecaps
Small waves 1-4 ft. becoming longer,
numerous whitecaps
Moderate waves 4-8 ft taking longer
form, many whitecaps, some spray
Larger waves 8-13 ft, whitecaps
common, more spray
Sea heaps up, waves 13-19 ft, white
foam streaks off breakers
Moderately high (18-25 ft) waves of
greater length, edges of crests begin to
break into spindrift, foam blown in
streaks
High waves (23-32 ft), sea begins to roll,
dense streaks of foam, spray may reduce
visibility
Very high waves (29-41 ft) with
overhanging crests, sea white with
densely blown foam, heavy rolling,
lowered visibility
Exceptionally high (37-52 ft) waves, foam
patches cover sea, visibility more
reduced
Air filled with foam, waves over 45 ft, sea
completely white with driving spray,
visibility greatly reduced

On Land
Calm, smoke rises vertically
Smoke drift indicates wind direction, still
wind vanes
Wind felt on face, leaves rustle, vanes
begin to move
Leaves and small twigs constantly moving,
light flags extended
Dust, leaves, and loose paper lifted, small
tree branches move
Small trees in leaf begin to sway
Larger tree branches moving, whistling in
wires
Whole trees moving, resistance felt
walking against wind
Twigs breaking off trees, generally
impedes progress
Slight structural damage occurs, tiles
blow off roofs
Seldom experienced on land, trees broken
or uprooted, "considerable structural
damage"

Did You Know?
The WBA of NSW receives copies of publications from various
Wooden Boat Associations, (and the Guild for Tasmania) as well as
other organisations of interest. The WBA also mails out reciprocal
copies to the other organisations.
viz
Crow’s Nest, published 6 times/year by the WBA of Sth. Australia
The Log, published monthly by the WBA of Queensland
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The Hollow Log, published by The Classic Australian Wooden Power
Boat Association
Shavings, published by the WBA of Victoria
The Newsletter of the Mid-North Coast Maritime Museum
The Skeg, published by the Wooden Boat Guild, Tasmania
If you would like to read any of these items let our Secretary know.

Our page 8 story................
“I’ve heard of fishing folk using hand lines, but
this is ridiculous...”

While enjoying a great sail on Sydney Harbour on Saturday 29th
December, your editor noticed a fishing line streaming from the bow
of the boat. While leaning forward to cut it, the lure came flying over
the top of the anchor, burying itself in your editor’s hand.
This is a triple hook; the third prong is deep in the back of the hand.
A plastic surgeon did an excellent job of removing it at Royal Prince
Alfred Hospital.
We had nothing on-board capable of cutting the hook or the split
ring on the lure. Wire side cutters made no impression and while I
had a set of heavy duty bolt and wire cutters, it was impossible to get
these close enough to do any good. Besides, any movement of the
hook during an attempt at cutting proved to be a little painful. My
thanks to my sailing buddy Andrew, who managed to get the boat
safely back to the mooring and then get me to the hospital.
I’m not a fishing guy, but I’m told this is a good lure. Maybe I should
purchase a rod.
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Disclaimer: Opinions and advice expressed in this publication and the Association’s
meetings are those of the individual originator’s only. The Editor and the Association’s
Committee do not necessarily endorse views expressed at such forums. Participation in
events organized by the Association may involve certain risks which include the possibility of
harm or damage to vessels, equipment or persons inherently associated with the perils of the
sea or weather. Such risks will require the exercise of the prior judgment of members on
behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees whether to commence or continue any
particular activity irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.

